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In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in multiple breath washout (MBW) 60 testing in respiratory disease. This method has the advantage of improved sensitivity in the 61 detection of early airways disease compared to spirometry and has improved feasibility across 62 a wider age range, requiring only relaxed tidal breathing. Studies in Cystic Fibrosis (CF) have 63 shown that measures of MBW detect early lung disease, relate to measures of spirometry and 64 health related quality of life and are responsive to mucolytic therapies (1-7). Consequently, 65 parameters of MBW have been recommended as outcome measures in clinical trials in CF (8) 66 and have already been used in landmark CF trials (9,10). Research into MBW in other 67 respiratory conditions have also demonstrated that it could be a useful tool to detect disease 68 and measure treatment response (11) (12) (13) (14) . FEV1 is a key outcome measure in CF and is currently 69 4 the only Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved surrogate outcome measure for use 70 in clinical trials (15) . It is also the most commonly used and reported measure of lung function 71 in other lung diseases such as COPD (16). However, FEV1 has physiological limitations; it 72 primarily reflects the larger airways rather than the more peripheral, smaller airways which 73 make up the majority of the surface area of the lung and where early processes occur (17) . 74 Furthermore in CF, the slow rate of decline in FEV1 evident as a result of improved standards 75 of care (18), limit its sensitivity to detect change in clinical status and response to treatment. 76 Spirometry can only be reliably carried out in individuals aged >6 years as it requires ability to 77 take instruction and co-operation. There is a clear need for an alternative measurement of lung 78 function. As • LCI is the number of functional residual capacity (FRC) lung volume turnovers required to reduce tracer gas concentration to a fraction of its starting concentration (19)
• End of washout is historically defined as 1/40 th of the starting tracer gas concentration (19)
• MBW testing requires only tidal breathing and stability of resting lung volumes throughout the washout is critical (19)
• LCI is reported as the mean (SD) of 3 technically acceptable and repeatable washout tests (19)
• In a healthy person, upper limits of normal for LCI between 7.0 -7.5 have been reported (2,30)
• A complete MBW testing session (3 tests) typically lasts between 20 -40 minutes (2,31)
• The minimum clinically important difference in LCI has yet to be defined but treatment effects of 1.0-2.2 lung turnovers have been reported (3,9,32,33)
• LCI is dependent on body size and appropriate reference equations are essential for accurate interpretation of results (34)
• Results are specific to equipment and therefore are not comparable across different systems (e.g. system using SF6 vs. system using N2 as tracer gas) 7 Importantly, LCI relates to other meaningful clinical endpoints and patient centered 138 outcomes, which confirms its validity as a useful measure. In CF, LCI has been shown to relate 139 to health related quality of life as measured by a validated questionnaire, and to predict 140 pulmonary exacerbations (4,21). In both CF and bronchiectasis, LCI relates to measures of 141 high resolution computed tomography (HRCT) chest imaging (11). LCI has been shown to be 142 responsive to the disease modulating therapy, ivacaftor, in CF (9). LCI, but not FEV1% 143 predicted, was also responsive to mucoactive therapies including inhaled hypertonic saline (3) 144 and DNase in CF (7). The responsiveness of LCI highlights that it could have a potential role 145 in the assessment of therapies and in the long term monitoring in patients.
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A small number of studies have been carried out to investigate the short term effect of interpreting the test) questionnaire was completed by participants before the programme and 212 after submission of certification tests (appendix 2). Participants were also asked to make 213 suggestions for improvement of the programme. 
